Hamilton’s Newest Collection of Modern Towns
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City lights radiate downtown, illuminating more than the vibrant murals colouring its buildings.
The pulse of the city, the glow from the street – Hamilton is anew with creativity and possibility.
With a history of industry, the city is in the midst of a cultural renaissance, creating new opportunities
for modernist designs. A community brimming with promise and a home that tells your story.
What is your story?
own yourself, own your story, own your town.

Urban designs connecting your home to the city. Three storey
traditional townhomes, with rising 9 ft. ceilings on ground and main
floors, plus custom kitchens, expansive patio doors with sought-after
backyard space, reveals your ideal home in an innovative city.
Welcome to NDSTRY.
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Hamilton’s story has grown as much as its population.
Years of local investment in post-secondary institutions like
McMaster University, Hamilton Health Sciences, medical
research and expanding the local art scene has prepared
Hamilton for continuous future growth. The city’s downtown
core is modernizing, but not at the expense of its roots or
identity. As one of the largest metropolitan areas in Ontario
and the ninth largest in Canada, Hamilton is a city unlike
any other. A sense of nuance and port-city charm only add
to its distinctiveness. A collection of trendy cafes, stylish
boutiques, heritage museums, galleries, sporting culture,
iconic performance venues – you name it – all contribute to
how far Hamilton has come.
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What’s Hamilton to you? Is it a city
borne on the tides of change? A city
of history and industry? The Hammer.
Steeltown. There’s no question
Hamilton has been an industrial
epicentre for over 100 years – a vital
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Hamilton Shoreline

Berkeley North

Hamilton Harbour Bandstand

‘Gateway’ At James Street South Mural

D iscovery

Discover all that Hamilton has to offer. Countless hiking trails with over
100+ waterfalls make exploring an unending quest. Multiple postsecondary schools, including McMaster University, attract thousands
of students every year.
Hamilton is home to a bustling arts community. Murals in the
Albion Falls

Street Art

downtown core and cultural destinations like the Art Gallery of

Hamilton Harbour Lift Bridge

Hamilton only add to the city’s eclectic charm. Live music venues,
performing arts – if all the world’s a stage, Hamilton is its best audience.
Every great metropolis needs a great food scene. Downtown Hamilton
delivers – much more than your average pizza and delights its citizens
with delicious experiences, whether it’s donuts from Donut Monster,
your cup o’ joe at Relay Coffee or steak tartar from Born and Raised.
Hungry yet?
Rock at the Casbah downtown, roam the streets during Supercrawl
and trek through the Chedoke Radial Trail; adventure is calling and
never far when you live at NDSTRY.
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Love Lock Bridge

Dundas Peak Train Track

McMaster University

Art Gallery of Hamilton
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ENTERTAINMENT
Adventure Village
Art Gallery of Hamilton
Devil’s Punchbowl
Conservation Area
FirstOntario Centre
Hamilton Children’s Museum
King’s Forest Golf Club
Royal Botanical Gardens
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FOOD & DRINK
Berkeley North
Born & Raised
Collective Arts Brewing
HAMBRGR King William
MERIT Brewing Company
Nique Restaurant
The French
The Mule

public transit, the nearest bus stop
just steps away from your door.
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Venture outside the city using
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the perfect destination for NDSTRY.
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PARKS
Globe Leash Free Dog Park
Gore Park
Mahony Park
Parkdale Park
Rail Trail
Sam Manson Park
Webster’s Falls
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nearby connections to the Red Hill
Valley Pkwy and the QEW, with only
15 minutes to Burlington and
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40 minutes to Niagara Falls.
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World”, with over 100 natural
HWY

waterfalls within city limits. When you
make Hamilton and NDSTRY your
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HEALTH CARE
Hamilton General Hospital
St. Joseph’s Healthcare Hamilton
TRANSIT
Confederation GO Station
Hamilton Centre GO
West Harbour GO
GROCERY
Beer Store
Fortinos
Hamilton Farmers’ Market
LCBO
Walmart Supercentre

EDUCATION
Brock University
Hamilton Public Library
McMaster University
Mohawk College

Explore “The Waterfall Capital of the

DOWNTOWN
HAMILTON

SHOPPING
Canadian Tire
Eastgate Square
The Centre on Barton
Locke Street Shops District
Shoppers Drug Mart
CF Lime Ridge Mall

new home, the
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options are endless.
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Map not to scale. Illustration is artist’s concept. Subject to change without notice. All times and distances are approximate. E.&O.E.
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S easons
Living in Hamilton means experiencing seasonal living on a unique scale.
Walk along the spring blooms at the Royal Botanical Gardens, soak up
the sun at Hamilton’s Beachfront, traverse the Dundas Valley Trail
amongst a colourful autumn canvas or climb the frozen cliffs of Tiffany
Falls in winter. As the seasons change, so can you, with enough
experiences to last you from year to year. This is where your new
community meets the great outdoors.
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owns
Towns

Come home to your three storey
townhome in the city you love to
explore; a masterfully planned
community with a beautiful
streetscape luring you to your front
door. Unwind on your spacious
backyard deck or share an intimate
gathering among the stars. The
sky’s the limit when your home is
your own.
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R eveal

You’re invited inside an NDSTRY
townhome, where the 9 ft. ceilings
and custom designed kitchen
welcome you home. The light
pours into the great room from
the glass patio doors, painting
the space in a swath of warm
colour. Elegant, modern and
charmingly designed for living
your best life.
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Yours to discover. When you choose NDSTRY Towns, you
become part of a growing community. Whether you’re
taking in an art crawl along James Street North or hiking
up to lookout at the (in)famous Devil’s Punchbowl,
discovering something new is always within reach.
It’s a city unafraid of change. With restored heritage
buildings moonlighting as trendy boutiques and cozy
daytime coffee shops turned nighttime concert

your

venues, Hamilton has developed a reputation for

town

being…well, cool. Taking a 15-minute bus ride to Ottawa
Street, the city’s “inspiration destination” for unique
wares, grabbing a bite at Hambrgr or getting lost in the
coolest home goods at The Pale Blue Dot, allows you to
have a one-of-a-kind lifestyle, all next-door to your
NDSTRY home.
Living at NDSTRY is owning more than just your home; it’s
owning your story in one of the most distinctive cities in
Canada and being a part of something big.
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own yourself, own your story, own your town.

Proud Hamilton builder, Spallacci Homes, has garnered a sterling reputation and
loyal following for designing and building beautiful custom homes, visionary
lifestyle communities and quality residential neighbourhoods. Spallacci Homes’
mission is to continue to uphold the old-world craftsmanship and dedication to
quality construction passed down from their European ancestors. Working closely
with customers and trades, Frank, Rudi and Loren Spallacci ensure the quality
and integrity of the Spallacci vision, instilled by family Patriarch Adriano, is always
achieved.
Spallacci Homes are designed to ignite inspiration and reflect the way we aspire
to live. Designs are thoughtfully created to reflect today’s modern family lifestyle
with the values of the past. At the heart of Spallacci Homes are designs that bring
people together, transforming a living space into something much more.
Interiors offer an architectural and artisan flare, usually reserved for customcrafted dream homes. Spacious layouts, stylish designs and superior construction
offer an unparalleled fit and finish. Spallacci Homes are revered for their
architecturally upgraded elevations and elegant exteriors, where authenticity and
distinctive features make truly exceptional homes.
In a return to the artistic traditions of the past, the Spallacci team relies on
carefully crafted designs and curated construction. From skilled carpenters and
tradesmen to exquisitely laid tile and stone to the master drywaller’s soaring vaults
and arches, experience the difference quality makes in the superior construction
of your future home.
“We invite you to live beautifully in a Spallacci home!”
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